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Automatic recognition of French Cued Speech using
multimodal fusion based on hidden Markov models

Panikos Heracleous, Noureddine Aboutabit, and Denis Beautemps

Abstract—In this article, automatic recognition of French
Cued Speech based on hidden Markov models (HMM) is pre-
sented. Cued Speech is a visual system which uses handshapes
in different positions and in combination with lip-pattern s of
speech, and makes all the sounds of spoken language clearly
understandable to deaf and hearing-impaired people. The aim
of Cued Speech is to overcome the problems of lipreading
and thus enable deaf children and adults to understand full
spoken language. In automatic recognition of Cued Speech, lip
shape and gesture recognition are required. In addition, the
integration of the two modalities is of the greatest importance.
In this study, lip shape component is fused with gestures com-
ponents to realize Cued Speech recognition. Using concatenative
feature fusion and multi-stream HMM decision fusion, vowel
recognition and consonant recognition experiments have been
conducted. For vowel recognition, an 87.6% vowel accuracy was
obtained showing a 61.3% relative improvement compared to
the sole use of lip shape parameters. In the case of consonant
recognition, a 78.9% accuracy was obtained showing a 56%
relative improvement compared with the use of lip shape only. In
addition to vowel and consonant recognition, a complete phoneme
recognition experiment using concatenated feature vectors and
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) discrimination has been con-
ducted showing a 74.4% phoneme accuracy. The obtained results
were compared to the results obtained using the audio signal
showing comparable accuracies. The achieved results show the
effectiveness of the proposed approaches as far as Cued Speech
recognition is concerned.

Index Terms—French Cued Speech, hidden Markov models,
automatic, feature fusion, multi-stream HMM decision fusion.

I. I NTRODUCTION

To date, visual information is widely used to improve speech
perception, or automatic speech recognition (lipreading). With
lipreading technique, speech can be understood by interpreting
movements of lips, face and tongue. In spoken languages,
a particular facial and lip shape corresponds to each sound
(phoneme). However, this relationship is not one-to-one and
many phonemes share the same facial and lip shape (visemes).
It is impossible, therefore to distinguish phonemes using visual
information alone.

However, even with high lip reading performances, without
knowledge about the semantic context, speech cannot be thor-
oughly perceived. The best lip readers are far way of reaching
perfection. On average, only 40 to 60% of the phonemes of
a given language are recognized by lip reading [1], and 32%
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Fig. 1. Handshapes for consonants (top) and hand position (bottom) for
vowels in French Cued Speech.

when relating to low predicted words [2]. The best results
obtained amongst deaf participants was 43.6% for the average
accuracy and 17.5% for standard deviation with regards to
words [3], [4]. The main reason for this lies in the ambiguity
of the visual pattern. However, as far as the orally educated
deaf people are concerned, the act of lip-reading remains the
main modality of perceiving speech.

To overcome the problems of lipreading and to improve
the reading abilities of profoundly deaf children, in 1967
Cornett [5] developed the Cued Speech system to complement
the lip information and make all phonemes of a spoken
language clearly visible. As many sounds look identical on
lips (e.g.,/p/ and/b/), using hand information those sounds
can be distinguished and thus make possible for deaf people
to completely understand a spoken language using only visual
information.

Cued Speech uses handshapes placed in different positions
near the face in combination with natural speech lipreadingto
enhance speech perception from visual input. This is a system
where the speaker faces the perceiver and moves his hand in
close relation with speech. The hand -held flat and oriented
so that the back of the hand faces the perceiver- is a cue
that corresponds to a unique phoneme when associated with a
particular lip shape. A manual cue in this system contains two
components: the handshape and the hand position relative to
the face. Handshapes distinguish among consonant phonemes
whereas hand positions distinguish among vowel phonemes. A
handshape together with a hand position cue a syllable. Cued
Speech recognition requires gestures recognition and lip shape
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Fig. 2. The three-step algorithm applied for lip shape and gesture detection based on detection of blue objects.

recognition, and also integration of the two modalities.
Cued Speech improves speech perception for deaf people

[2], [6]. Moreover, it offers to deaf people a thorough repre-
sentation of the phonological system, in as much as they have
been exposed to this method since their youth, and therefore
it has a positive impact on the language development [7].
Fig. 1 describes the complete system for French. In French
Cued Speech, eight handshapes in five positions are used. The
system was adapted from American English to French in 1977.
To date, Cued Speech is adapted to more than 60 languages.

Access to communication technologies has become essential
for handicapped people. The TELMA project (Phone for deaf
people) aims at developing an automatic translation system
of acoustic speech into visual speech completed with Cued
Speech and vice versa, i.e. from Cued Speech components
into auditory speech [8]. This project would enable deaf users
to communicate with each others and with normal-hearing
people through the help of the autonomous terminal TELMA.
In this context, the automatic translation of Cued Speech
components into a phonetic chain is a key issue. The Cued
Speech system allows both hand and lip flows to convey a
part of the phonetic information. This means that, in order to
recover the complete phonetic and lexical information, lipand
hand modalities should be used jointly.

In a first attempt for vowel recognition in Cued Speech, in
[9] a method based on separate identification, i.e., indirect
decision fusion was used and 77.6% vowel accuracy was
obtained. In this study, the proposed method is based on
HMMs and it uses concatenative feature fusion and multi-
stream HMM decision fusion to integrate the modalities into
a combined one and then perform automatic recognition.

II. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND PROCESSING

For the sake of data collection, the female native French
speaker-employed was certified in French Cued Speech. The
cuer wore a helmet to keep the head in a fixed position together
with opaque glasses to protect her eyes against halogen
floodlight. A camera with a zoom facility was connected to
a betacam recorder and was used to shoot the hand and face.
The lips were painted in blue, and blue marks were placed on
the speaker’s glasses as reference points. Since the aim of this
study is the fusion of lip shape and hand position components
for vowel recognition in French Cued Speech, these constraints
were applied in data recording in order to control the data and

to facilitate the extraction of the accurate features (see [10],
[11] for details).

Using blue artifices makes easier the extraction of the lip
contour and the hand features. To do this, the task needs a
specific image processing. This processing is done on two
main steps:

• Detection of the blue objects on the image.
• Extraction of the lip contours.

In the first step, the blue objects on each image were detected
using a two-step algorithm. Firstly, the gray level image was
subtracted from the blue component of the RGB image. Then,
a threshold was applied to the resulted image to obtain a bi-
chromatic image (i.e., each pixel having a value higher than
this threshold was addressed by value 255, otherwise was
addressed by 0). Fig. 2 shows the image processing steps
in this stage.

In the second step, the lip contour and the blue landmarks
on the back of the hand, and also at the extremities of fingers,
were marked and extracted using a coloring blob algorithm
applied to the bi-chromatic image. This kind of algorithm
detects all regions on the image as connected components,
and for each one attributes a number.

The audio part of the video recording was digitized at
22,050 Hz in synchrony with the image part. The acoustic
signal was automatically labeled at phonetic level using forced
alignment. The previously described image processing was
applied to the video frames in the lip region to extract the
inner and outer contours and to derive the corresponding
characteristic parameters: lip width, lip aperture and liparea
(i.e., six parameters in total).

The described process resulted in a set of temporally
coherent signals: the 2-D hand information, the lip width,
the lip aperture and the lip area values for both inner and
outer contours, and the corresponding acoustic signal withthe
associated phonetic labelled transcriptions. In addition, two
supplementary parameters relative to the lip morphology were
extracted: the pinching of the upper and lower lips. As a result,
a total set of eight parameters was extracted for modelling lip
shapes. For hand position modelling, the coordinates of two
landmarks placed on the hand were used (I.e., 4 parameters).
For handshape modeling, the coordinates of five landmarks
placed on the fingers were used (I.e., 10 parameters).
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TABLE I
PHONEME-TO-VISEME MAPPING IN FRENCH LANGUAGE.

Consonants Vowels
Viseme Phonemes Viseme Phonemes

C1 /p/, /b/, /m/ V1 /Õ/, /y/, /o/
/ø/, /u/

C2 /f/, /v/ V2 /a/, /Ẽ/. /ı/
/œ̃/, /e/, /E/

C3 /t/, /d/, /s/ V3 /Ã/, /O/, /œ/
/z/, /n/, /ñ/

C4 /S/, /Z/
C5 /k/ , /g/

/ö/, /l/

III. E XPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Cued Speech paradigm requires accurate recognition of
both lip shape and hand gestures. Fusion of lip shape and
hand modalities is also necessary and very important. Fusion
is the integration of available single modality streams to a
combined one. In this work, lip shape, hand position, and
handshape streams are available. For vowel recognition, lip
shape and hand position modalities were fused. For consonant
recognition, lip shape and handshape modalities were fused.

Previously, several studies have been made in automatic
audio-visual recognition and integration of visual and audio
modalities [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17] . The aim of audio-
visual speech recognition is to improve the performance of a
recognizer, especially under noisy environments. Although the
objective is different, results obtained by the authors showed
that similar approaches can also be applied for Cued Speech
recognition.

In the experiments, speaker-dependent, context-independent
models were used. A 3-state, left-to-right with no skip HMM
topology was used. Each state was modeled with 32 Gaussian
mixtures. In addition to the static lip and hand parameters,
the first (∆) and second derivatives (∆∆) were used, as well.
For training and test 426 and 212 continuous utterances were
used, respectively. The training utterances contained 3838
vowels and 4401 consonants. The test utterances contained
1913 vowels and 2155 consonants. Vowels and consonants
were excised automatically after forced alignment -using the
audio signal- was performed.

In automatic speech recognition, a diagonal covariance ma-
trix is often used because of the assumption that the parameters
are uncorrelated. In lipreading, however parameters show a
strong correlation. In this study, Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) was applied to decorrelate the lip shape parameters,
then a diagonal covariance matrix was used. All 24 PCA lip
shape components were used for HMM training. For training
and recognition the HTK3.1 toolkit was used.

French language includes 14 vowels and 21 consonants. In
this study, only 17 consonants were considered because of
the data available for the classification techique. Based on
similarities on lips, the 31 phonemes can be grouped into 8
visemes. In visual domain, however phonemes articulated in
the same manner are ambiguous and speech is represented by
visemes. A viseme consists of phonemes that are hard to be
distinguished using only lip shape information. Table I shows
the mapping of French phonemes to visemes. Based on pre-

vious works, five consonant visemes and three vowel visemes
reflect the most appropriate phoneme-to-viseme mapping [18].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR VOWEL RECOGNITION

In this section, vowel recognition experimental results in
French Cued Speech are presented. Vowel recognition requires
integration of lip shape and hand position components. For
hand position modeling, the coordinates of two landmarks
placed on the hand are used, along with the first and second
derivatives.

A. Hand position recognition

Hand position is one of the two mandatory modalities (I.e.,
the other is lip shape) in respect of vowel recognition in Cued
Speech. To evaluate the proposed system, an experiment has
been conducted regarding hand position recognition from the
cuing of a Cued Speech cuer using HMMs. The parameters
used for HMM modelling were thexy coordinates of the two
marks placed on the cuer’s hand, automatically extracted from
the data. The first and second derivatives were used as well.
Considering the French Cued Speech, five positions were taken
into consideration and a HMM was trained in relation to each
position. The labels of the phonetic transcriptions were merged
to form only five labels corresponding to the five positions. The
resulting average hand position accuracy was up to 91.5%. The
high recognition rate of hand position raised the hope that a
complete vowel recognition system for Cued Speech would
achieve high performance.

B. Vowel-viseme recognition using lip shape information

An experiment has been conducted for recognition of the
three vowel-visemes in order to evaluate the proposed method
for lip shape modeling and the vowel-viseme mapping. For
each viseme, a HMM was trained using the previously de-
scribed data. The vowel labels in the phonetic transcription
were translated to include only three viseme labels. Table
II shows the confusion matrix of vowel-viseme recognition.
As can be seen, the vowel-visemes were recognized with
high accuracy. More specifically, 96.1% viseme accuracy was
achieved. Table II also shows that the partial error correspond-
ing to each viseme is uniform and almost identical.

C. Lip shape and hand position integration using concatena-
tive feature fusion

In this section, lip shape and hand position modalities were
integrated into a single modality using concatenative feature
fusion. Our aim, was to combine the two streams into a

TABLE II
CONFUSION MATRIX OF VOWEL-VISEME RECOGNITION USING LIP SHAPE

INFORMATION ONLY.

V1 V2 V3 %correct %error
V1 583 3 20 96.2 1.2
V2 33 1039 23 97.2 1.5
V3 11 11 209 90.5 1.2
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Fig. 3. Cued Speech vowel recognition using only lip and handparameters.
Vowel instances were excised automatically from the data and concatenative
feature fusion was used.

Fig. 4. Cued Speech vowel recognition using only lip and handparameters.
Vowel instances were excised automatically from the data and multi-stream
HMM decision fusion was used.

bimodal one, and to use the joint lip-hand feature vectors
in the HMM system in order to realize vowel Cued Speech
recognition. The feature concatenation uses the concatenation
of the synchronous lip shape and hand position features as the
joint bimodal feature vector

OLH
t = [O

(L)T

t , O
(H)T

t ]T ∈ RD (1)

whereOLH
t is the joint lip-hand feature vector,O(L)

t the lip
shape feature vector,O(H)

t the hand position feature vector,
andD the dimensionality of the joint feature vector. In these
experiments, the dimension of the lip shape stream was 24
( 8 static parameters, 8∆, and 8∆∆ parameters) and the
dimension of the hand position stream was 12 ( 4 static
parameters, 4∆, and 4∆∆ parameters). The dimensionD
of the joint lip-hand feature vectors was, therefore 36. This
size was reasonable, and no further processing was applied to
reduce the dimensionality. Fig. 3 shows the obtained results.
As can be seen, by integrating hand position component with
lip shape component, a 85.1% vowel accuracy was achieved,
showing a 53% relative improvement compared with the sole
use of lip shape parameters.

D. Lip shape and hand position integration using multi-stream
HMM decision fusion

In this experiment, lip shape and hand position modal-
ities were integrated into a single modality using multi-

TABLE III
ACCURACY FOR THREE VOWEL GROUPS CONSIDERING SIMILARITIES ON

LIPS.

Modality
Vowel group Lips Lips+Position Audio

Group1 60.2 94.0 96.7
Group2 58.6 85.9 90.9
Group3 74.3 93.7 93.8

Average 64.4 91.2 93.8

stream HMM decision fusion. Decision fusion captures the
reliability of each stream, by combining the likelihoods of
single-modality HMM classifiers. Such an approach has been
used in multi-band audio only ASR [19] and in audio-
visual speech recognition [12]. The emission likelihood of
multi-stream HMM is the product of emission likelihoods of
single-modality components weighted appropriately by stream
weights. Given theO bimodal observation vector, i.e., lip
shape and hand position modality, the emission probability
of multi-stream HMM is given by

bj(Ot) =
S∏

s=1

[

Ms∑

m=1

cjsmN(Ost; µjsm, Σjsm)]λsjt (2)

whereN(O; µ, Σ) is the value inO of a multivariate Gaussian
with meanµ and covariance matrixΣ. For each streams, Ms

Gaussians in a mixture are used, with each weighted with
cjsm. The contribution of each stream is weighted byλsjt. In
this study, we assume that the stream weights do not depend
on statej and timet. However, two constraints were applied.
Namely,

0 ≤ λh, λl ≤ 1 (3)

and

λh + λl = 1 (4)

whereλh is the hand position stream weight, andλl is the lip
shape stream weight. The HMMs were trained using maximum
likelihood estimation based on the Expectation-Maximization
(EM) algorithm. However, the weights cannot be obtained
by maximum likelihood estimation. In these experiments, the
weights were adjusted to 0.7 and 0.3 values, respectively. The
selected weights were obtained experimentally by maximizing
the accuracy on a held-out data. Fig.?? shows the achieved
results when multi-stream HMM decision fusion was used. Us-
ing 32 Gaussian mixtures per state, an 87.6% vowel accuracy
was obtained, showing a relative improvement of 61%.

E. Vowel recognition considering similarities on lips

In this experiment, the similarities on lips of the French
vowels were considered to show how the integration of hand
position modality improves the recognition accuracy when
vowels belonging to the same class were recognized. As
previously described, vowels which show similarities on lips
(visemes) cannot be recognized accurately using lip shape
information only.

Using the phoneme-to-viseme mapping, the 14 vowels were
classified into three groups and three separate HMM sets were
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trained using the appropriate training data. In this way, each
group includes the most confusable vowels based on lip shape.
Table III shows the obtained results. Using only lip shape
parameters, the average vowel accuracy was 64.4% because
of a high number of confusions between similar vowels in
each group. On the other hand, by integrating hand position
modality with lip shape modality, the average vowel accu-
racy raised to 91.2%, showing 75.3% relative improvement
compared with using lip shape parameters only. However, the
vowels belonging to the same group based on lips similarities,
are distinguishable using hand position information and the
confusions between them drastically decreased. Table III also
shows the results when spectral parameters were used. More
specifically, the acoustic signal was parameterized using 12
Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and first and
second derivatives as well. As can be seen, the performance
in the case of Cued Speech is very similar to the performance
obtained using the audio signal.

V. PROPOSED METHOD FOR HANDSHAPE CODING

In French Cued Speech, recognition of the eight handshapes
is an exceptional case of the handshape recognition. In fact, a
causal analysis based on some knowledge like the number and
dispersion of fingers, and also the angle between them can dis-
tinguish between those eight handshapes. Based on the number
of landmarks detected on fingers, the correct handshape can
be recognized. In fig. 1 handshapes were numbered from left
to right (i.e, S1–S8). The proposed algorithm to identify the
Cued Speech handshapes is as follows:

• Number of fingers on which detected landmarks = 1, then
handshape S1.

• Number of fingers on which detected landmarks = 4, then
handshape S4.

• Number of fingers on which detected landmarks = 5, then
handshape S5.

• Number of finger on which detected landmarks = 3, then
handshapes S3 or S7. If the thumb finger is detected
(using finger dispersion models) then handshape S7, else
handshape S3.

• Number of finger on which detected landmarks = 2, then
handshapes S2 or S6 or S8. If the thumb finger is detected
then handshape S6, else the angle between the two finger
landmarks according to the landmarks on the hand can
identify if it is handshape S2 or S8 (using a threshold).

• In any other case handshape S0, i.e., no Cued Speech
handshape was detected.

TABLE IV
CONFUSION MATRIX OF HANDSHAPE RECOGNITION EVALUATION.

S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 %c
S0 33 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 94
S1 16 151 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 87
S2 1 2 93 0 0 0 0 0 6 91
S3 0 0 0 163 2 0 0 3 9 91
S4 3 0 0 0 100 0 0 3 0 94
S5 2 0 0 4 4 193 0 0 1 95
S6 0 0 0 0 0 0 124 5 0 96
S7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 0 100
S8 1 05 0 2 0 0 0 0 58 95

Fig. 5. Image fof a Cued Speech cuer (left) and the projectionmethod (right).

A. Evaluation and results for handshape coding

The previous method was applied to each sequence of
the corpus. To evaluate the previous handshape recognition
system, a set of 1009 frames were used and recognized
automatically. Table IV shows the confusion matrix of the
recognized handshapes by the automatic system. As can be
seen, the automatic system recognized correctly 92% of the
handshapes. This score justified the choice of the authors,
and showed that using only 5 landmarks placed at the finger
extremities the accuracy did not decrease drastically compared
with the 98,78% of recognized handshapes obtained by [20]
system based on 50 tags. The most general errors can be
attributed to landmark detection processing. However, in some
cases one or more landmarks are not detected due to the
rotation of the hand. In some other cases, landmarks remain
visible even when the fingers are bended.

B. Finger identification

The objective of this section was to identify fingers in each
frame of the recording. The identification has been done in
three steps. In the first step, all landmarks in the frame were
detected. The landmarks placed on the speaker glasses and on
the back of the hand are benched to have only the landmarks
corresponding to the fingers. Secondly, the coordinates of these
landmarks were projected on the hand axis defined by the two
landmarks on the back of the hand. The third step consisted
of sorting the resulted coordinates following the perpendicular
axis to the hand direction from the smaller to the largest
(Fig. 5). In this step, the handshape coding was used to
associate each coordinate with the corresponding finger. For
example, when there were three landmarks coordinates and
the handshape number was S3, the smallest coordinate was
associated with the middle finger, the middle one to the ring
finger, and the biggest one to the baby finger.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR CONSONANT

RECOGNITION

In this section, automatic consonant recognition in French
Cued Speech is presented. For consonant recognition, fusion
of lip shape and handshape components are required. For
handshape modeling, the coordinates of the five landmarks
placed on the fingers were used.
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TABLE V
CONFUSION MATRIX OF CONSONANT-VISEME RECOGNITION USING LIP

SHAPE INFORMATION ONLY.

C1 C2 C3 C3 C4 %correct %error
C1 310 0 1 0 0 99.7 0.0
C2 0 129 7 0 0 94.9 0.3
C3 18 16 649 26 81 82.2 7.0
C4 1 2 24 93 9 72.1 1.8
C5 2 2 89 28 541 81.7 6.0

A. Consonant-viseme recognition using lip shape information

Similarly to vowel-viseme recognition, an experiment has
been conducted for consonant-viseme recognition in order to
evaluate the performance of the lipreading system. According
to the Table I, in the French language consonants are grouped
into five visemes. For each viseme, a HMM was trained
using the previously described data. The consonant labels
in the phonetic transcription were translated to include only
five viseme labels. Table V shows the confusion matrix of
consonant-viseme recognition. As can be seen, the consonant-
visemes were recognized with a 84.9% viseme accuracy. Table
V also shows that visemes articulated at front are recognized
with higher accuracy compared to visemes articulated at back.
The consonant-viseme accuracy was lower compared to vowel-
viseme accuracy. The reason is that the consonants have less
visual information compared to the vowels.

B. Consonant recognition based on concatenative feature fu-
sion

Using concatenative feature fusion, lip shape modality was
integrated with handshape modality and consonant recognition
has been conducted. For handshape modeling, thexy coordi-
nates of fingers were used and first and second derivatives,
as well. In total 30 parameters were used for handshape
modeling. For lip shape modeling 24 parameters were used
i.e., 8 static, 8∆ and 8∆∆ lip shape parameters. Fig. 6 shows
the obtained results in the function of Gaussian mixtures per

Fig. 6. Cued Speech consonant recognition using only lip andhand
parameters. Consonant instances were excised automatically from the data
and concatenative feature fusion was used.

TABLE VI
ACCURACY FOR FIVE CONSONANT GROUPS CONSIDERING SIMILARITIES

ON LIPS.

Modality
Consonant group Lips Lips+Shape Audio

Group1 66.2 88.1 98.2
Group2 83.1 96.3 98.7
Group3 50.5 81.1 97.2
Group4 82.9 93.0 98.6
Group5 59.1 86.6 96.7

Average 68.4 89.0 97.9

state. As can be seen, using 32 mixtures per state a consonant
accuracy of 78.9% was achieved. Compared with the sole use
of lip shape, a 56% relative improvement was obtained.

C. Consonant recognition considering similarities on lips

In a way similar to vowel recognition, the consonants were
classified into groups based on lip shape similarities, and
separate HMM sets were trained. Five HMM sets were trained
corresponding to the five consonant groups. Table VI shows
the obtained results. It can be seen, that using lip shape and
handshape information, significant improvements in accuracy
were obtained compared with using lip shape parameters only.
More specifically, 65% relative improvement was obtained
when handshape modality was also used. Table VI also shows
the results obtained using the audio signal. It can be seen, that
in the cases ofGroup2 andGroup4, Cued Speech accuracy
and accuracy obtained using the audio signal are similar. In
the case of the other three groups, accuracies obtained using
the audio signal are higher. A possible reason might be the
errors occured in handshape recognition. However, resultsare
still comparable and promising also in French Cued Speech
consonant recognition.

VII. C OMPARING NORMAL SPEECH ANDCUED SPEECH

RECOGNITION IN THE PRESENCE OF NOISE

In this section, experimental results for comparing normal
speech and Cued Speech recognition performances in the pres-
ence of noise are presented. Office noise was superimposed
on clean normal speech test data at different Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) levels. The audio HMMs were trained using clean
speech. Fig. 7 shows the achieved results in the case of vowel
recognition. The results show that up to 30dB SNR level,
Cued Speech showed higher performance compared to normal
speech. In the case of clean test data, normal speech showed
slightly higher vowel accuracy.

Fig. 8 shows the obtained results in the case of conso-
nant recognition. Similar to vowel recognition, Cued Speech
performed better up to 30dB SNR. In the case of clean test
data, normal speech showed higher performancee compared to
Cued Speech.

Both in vowel and consonant Cued Speech recognition,
results were promising and comparable to normal speech
recognition. Moreover, in noisy environment Cued Speech has
the additional advantage of robustness against noise.
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Fig. 7. Vowel recognition using lips, audio, and Cued Speechmodalities.

Fig. 8. Consonant recognition using lips, audio, and Cued Speech modalities.

VIII. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR PHONEME

RECOGNITION

In this section, experiments for a complete phoneme recog-
nition in French Cued Speech are presented. In the previous
section, vowel and consonant recognition experiments were
presented. In those cases, the recognizer’s grammar con-
tained only vowels or consonants, respectively. In a complete
phoneme recognition, however, the grammar should contain
both vowels and consonants.

In the previous sections, it was also reported that different
modeling was used for vowels and consonants. More specifi-
cally, for vowel modeling fusion of lip shape and hand position
components was used. On the other hand, for consonant mod-
eling fusion of lip shape and handshape components was used.
As a result, feature vectors in vowel and consonant recognition
are of different length. Feature vectors for vowels have length
of 36, and feature vectors of consonants have length 54. This
is a limitation in using a common HMM set for phoneme
recognition. To deal with this problem, three approaches are

Fig. 9. Phoneme recognition based on a vowel and on consonantGMM
models.

proposed in order to realize phoneme recognition in French
Cued Speech.

A. Experiment using concatenated feature vectors

In this experiment, feature vectors with same length were
used. At each frame, lip shape parameters, hand position
parameters, and handshape parameters were extracted during
the image processing stage. When separate vowel or consonant
recognition was realized, only the appropriate parameterswere
used. In this experiment, for each phoneme all parameters were
used in concatenated feature vectors with length of 66 (i.e.
8 lip shape parameters, 4 coordinates for hand position, 10
coordinates forhandshape, and first and second derivatives, as
well). The obtained phoneme accuracy was as low as 61.5%.
Although, phoneme recognition in French Cued Speech is a
difficult task, the obtained phoneme accuracy was lower than
expected. Therefore, to obtain higher performance different
approaches were also investigated.

B. Experiment using a vowel and a consonant Gaussian
mixture models (GMM)

In this section, Cued Speech phoneme recognition based on
GMM discrimination is presented as it is shown in Fig. 9.
A vowel-independent and a consonant-independent 64-mixture
GMM was trained, using lip shape parameters only. For the
two GMMs training the corresponding vowel and consonant
data were used.

Phoneme recognition was realized in a two-pass scheme.
In the first pass, using the two GMMs decision has been
taken about the nature of the input, i.e., vowel of consonant.
More specifically, matching was performed between the input
and the two GMMs. Based on the obtained likelihood, the
input was considered to be vowel or consonant. For instance,
when the likelihood of vowel-GMM was higher than that of
the consonant-GMM, a decision was made for a vowel. On
the other hand, when consonant-GMM provided the higher
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likelihood, the input considered to be a consonant. In the case
of vowel inputs, the discrimination accuracy was 86.9%, and
in the case of consonant inputs the discrimination accuracy
was 81.5%.

In the second pass, switching to the appropriate HMM set
took place and vowel or consonant recognition was realized,
respectively using feature vectors corresponding to vowel
modeling, or consonant modeling. The obtained phoneme
accuracy was 70.9% (I.e. 77.5% vowel accuracy and 64.3%
consonant accuracy). The obtained accuracies were lower than
the accuracies obtained in the separate vowel and consonant
recognition experiments, because of the discrimination errors
of the first pass. However, the obtained result was still promis-
ing and it showed a relative improvement of 24% compared
to the use of concatenated feature vectors.

C. Experiment using eight viseme Gaussian mixture models

In order to further improve the discrimination accuracy of
the first pass, an approach was applied which used eight GMM
models, instead of two. More specifically, three vowel-viseme
GMMs and five consonant-viseme GMMs were used in this
experiment using the appropriate phoneme groups. Similarly to
the previous experiment, phoneme recognition was performed
in two passes. In the first pass, matching between the input
and the eight visemes took place. Based on the maximum
likelihood, the system switched to the corresponding vowelor
consonant HMM set, and recognition was performed.

Using eight GMMs, the discrimination accuracy was in-
creased up to 89.3% for the vowels, and up to 84.6% for
the consonants. The achieved phoneme recognition was 74.4%
(I.e., 80.3% vowel accuracy and 68.5% consonant accuracy).
Compared with the use of two GMMs, a relative improvement
of 12% was obtained. Compared with the use of concatenated
full set of parameters, a relative improvement of 33.5% was
achieved.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, automatic recognition of French Cued Speech
was presented based on concatenative feature fusion and multi-
stream HMM decision fusion. For vowel recognition, lip shape
and hand position modalities were integrated and automatic
recognition was realized. In the case of consonant recognition,
lip shape modality and hand shape modality were fused.
Compared with using lip shape only, by integrating hand
information a 60% promising average relative improvement
was obtained. A complete phoneme recognition experiment
was also conducted, showing a 74.4% accuracy. The results
were promising and comparable to those obtained using audio
signal. However, problems still remain. In this study, syn-
chrony between lip shape and hand modalities was assumed.
In the future, possible asynchrony between the two modalities
will be also considered. Currently, collection of additional
data is in progress in order to realize automatic Cued Speech
recognition for extended tasks.
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